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Abstract
A model to investigate a fuel based optimality approach for strategic investments in the power
sector is presented. The innovative concept of switching between the available operating fuel
sources of the power plant over its lifetime is examined. More specifically, the case study
examined, concerns an existing lignite power plant that may switch its fuel to natural gas, and from
that point on it may either switch back to lignite or retain natural gas or routinely switch between
the alternative fuels. This research concentrates on the electricity market of Greece, for the period
of 2010-2030. Probabilistic models to forecast future prices are used in conjunction with a real
options model to cope with alternative strategies. Depending on the economical and environmental
standings of each period, the power plant can alter its input fuel to maximize profits or reduce
emissions. Therefore, more options for the operating fuel emerge, thus reducing business risks and
exploiting the most profitable operational option in response to markets instabilities (i.e. fuel price
differences over time, emissions cost fluctuation, etc.). Strategic flexibility, security of supply,
stability, and increased profits are the potential advantages of the presented model dealing with
energy investments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Power sectors’ investment opportunities are under investigation due to several changes induced in
electricity markets. Firstly, deregulation of power markets has created investment opportunities.
Moreover, European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) imposes new regulations for
power plants, penalizing pollutant emissions (2003/87/EK). The amounts of these emissions depend
on the input fuel and the technology used for power production. Consequently, the optimum input
fuel or technology for power production is under consideration. What is more, market prices related
to power production are characterized by volatility. Therefore, investigation for the optimum
investment decisions should combine and consider all these new data.
When referring to investment decisions it is wiser to apply optional approaches [1]. Strategic
flexibility creates the opportunity to revise decisions and accordingly to adapt to changing market
conditions. The economic impacts of such strategic actions can be measured through the real
options model. Real options represent the possible actions of a project in response to multiple
business uncertainties or changing market conditions at known costs [2]. The amount of these costs
and the economic impact of these actions will determine the worth of the alternative choices [3].
Strategic investment can be applied on power plants regarding the input fuel for power production.
The input fuel affects the economic viability of power plants. Firstly, the fuel prices impact the
expenditure costs [4]. Secondly, different technologies are used to support power production by
different fuels. This affects the costs for the equipment of the investment [5,6]. Finally, power

plants emissions depend on the type of the fuel used [7]. Therefore, the amounts of expenditures
due to the ETS are correlated with the operating fuel. As a result, alternative fuel options may
increase profits, reduce losses and provide security to the investment.
2. METHODS
2.1 Case study
This research concentrates on the electricity market of Greece. The investment opportunities on an
existing lignite power plant (300MW gross output) operating in Greece are examined. Three case
studies are examined:
1. To retain the power plant as it is and continue power production using lignite.
2. To discard this power plant and invest to create a new NGCC power plant operating with
natural gas.
3. To create a power plant with the ability to operate with lignite or natural gas.
The optional approach to use alternative fuels in case study 3 requires the discrimination of the
existing subunits of the power plant into: i) subunits that could work evenly in the NGCC unit, and
ii) subunits that are unique to each unit (i.e. the NGCC and Lignite unit). The subunits that show
similarity (i.e. electricity grid, cooling tower, steam pipe grid, waste capture, etc.) are transformed
in order to operate evenly as parts of the NGCC or the Lignite unit. The subunits that show no
similarity and are necessary for the autonomous operation of the NGCC unit are planned as
peripheral subunits on the power plant. They will be constructed when operation with natural gas is
more profitable, without destroying the ability to re-operate with lignite. The time period for these
investment decisions is assumed to be 2010-2030.
2.2 Input data
The input data used in the model are correlated with the electricity market conditions in Greece.
They are displayed in the following table 1. Moreover, it is assumed that the electricity and fuel
prices are stochastically modeled using a Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) algorithm.
Table 1. Features for the units under investigation
VARIABLES

UNITS

Gross Output (Pmax)
Capital Cost (I)
Gross Plant Efficiency(n j)
Emissions fuel factor(ef j)
Variable Costs (ψt,j)
Fixed Costs (Cf t,j)
Operating Lifetime (Tmax)
Price for PCO2 emissions (PCO2 t)
Selling Price of electricity (p e)
Free Allowances until 2012 (Nt,j)
Cash Flow for unit j at time t (CFt,j)
Cash Flow for case 3 at time t (CFt,net)
Time (t)
Power Plant (j)
Final cash flow of the unit (CFnet)
Extended Net Present Value (NPVext)

MW
€/kW
%
kgCO2/kWhfuel
€/kW
€/kW
Years
€/tn CO2eq
€/MWh
tn CO2eq /year
€
€
Days
Lignite-NGCC
€
€

2.3 Mathematical formulation

POWER PLANTS
LIGNITE UNIT
NGCC UNIT
300
300
1050
535
35.4
56
0.38
0.21
0.01
0.05
0.03*I
0.03*I
30
20
GBM modeling
GBM modeling
Equivalent to similar units in Greece
-

The symbols of the following equations are denoted and described in table 1. The daily cash flow
for each unit is calculated by:
p ft , j

t

CFt , j = Pmax

∫

( pe t −

nj

t −1

−

efj
nj

pco2t −ψ t , j )dt + N t , j pco2t − C f t , j

(1)

The daily cash flow for case study 3 is calculated by:

CFt ,net = max(CFt , Lignite , CFt , NGCC ,0)

(2)

The cash flow for the whole lifetime of the investments is:
Tmax

CFnet = ∑ CFt , j

(3)

t =1

The final decision making will be drawn by the calculation of:

NPVext = CFnet − O

(4)

, where O = 0 for the 1st case, O = Capital Cost of the NGCC Power plant in the 2nd case and O =
the extra costs for the transformation of the subunits that will work evenly and the extra costs for
the construction of additional peripheral subunits in the 3rd case.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Economic analysis for case study 1
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Figure 1. Annual cash flow in present values for case study 1.
The operation with lignite without any changes on the power plant is profitable. Every year the
power plant presents only positive economic balance. Nevertheless, it is obvious that the profits are

remarkably reduced after 2012 (year 3 in figure 1). This is a result of the emissions penalties
foreseen by the ETS Scheme.
3.2 Economic analysis for case study 2
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Figure 2. Annual cash flow in present values for case study 2.
The operation of the NGCC power plant is profitable over its lifetime (case study 2). The annual
profits are higher than in case study 1 (except from the first years). Moreover, the emissions
penalties do not affect the profits of the NGCC unit as much as the Lignite power plant. This results
from the low emission factor of natural gas. Furthermore, strong and continuous fluctuations in the
profits are noticed, resulting by steep variations of natural gas selling prices.
3.3 Economic analysis for case study 3
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Figure 3. Annual cash flow in present values for case study 3.
The combined fuel power plant (case study 3) presents well balanced profits, except from the third
year of its operation. In this year the extra costs for the construction of the additional peripheral

subunits of the NGCC unit are invested. Therefore, the annual cash flow for this year is negative.
Overall, the profits seem to be higher in this case study than in case studies 1 and 2.
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Figure 4. Cash flow with current daily values for case study 3. It is noted that the switching cost is
not depicted for readability.
The power plant operates using lignite during the first three years. In this period the profits from the
operation of the lignite unit are -in daily basis- higher than those of the NGCC. In the end of the
third year the operation with natural gas turns out to be more profitable. Though, the extra costs are
invested in order to alter the operating fuel. From this point forward, the power plant is operational
using either lignite or natural gas. Nevertheless, until the end of its lifetime, it is more profitable to
operate with natural gas. The precipitous lines noticed in figure 4 represent the periods for
maintenance activities, when the operation stops.
3.4 Comparative evaluation – Final NPVext values
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Figure 5. Comparison between the profits of case study 1, 2 and 3, by their final NPVext values.

All of the three case studies present profitable balances in the 20 year period. The replacement of
the existing lignite unit with an NGCC unit is by almost 1.7x10^8€ more profitable. Nevertheless,
the most profitable option is case study 3. It is by almost 7x10^8 € more profitable than sole lignite
fired operation (case study 1) and by almost 5x10^8 € than NGCC operation (case study 2) in
present values. The reason of this difference is the high amounts of emissions penalties and the
fluctuation of natural gas selling price, respectively. Even if lignite is cheaper, its use is very
expensive due to its pollutant emissions and the consequent emissions penalties. The alternative fuel
operation proposed in case study 3 is able to bypass these unprofitable fluctuations. Therefore, it
overcomes these disadvantages by using the most profitable fuel in each period.
4. CONCLUSION
The optimal investment decision concerning an existing lignite power plant is to convert it and
expand it so it will be operational using also natural gas as an alternative fuel (case study 3).The
anticipated profits are comparatively higher, in the period 2010-2030. This method takes into
advantage the most profitable fuel, eliminating as far as possible fluctuations on fuel and emissions
trade prices. Moreover, the power plant is enhanced with security. This security concerns both
power production and economic viability of the power plant. Strategic flexibility to alter the
operating fuel gives the ability to react to unpredictable changes of the power market conditions.
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